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Arthur W. Nienhuis (top left) has been Director of St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital in Memphis, TN, since 1993. Throughout his distinguished career, Dr. Nienhuis’ research has focused on attempts to understand the molecular mechanisms of hematological diseases. He contributed to the elucidation of the molecular basis of thalassemia and to the understanding of the regulation of fetal hemoglobin synthesis and its manipulation for therapeutic benefit. His current research is targeted toward the development of gene therapy for blood diseases by gene insertion into hematopoietic stem cells.

Dr. Nienhuis received his M.D. from the School of Medicine of the University of California at Los Angeles in 1968. He served his internship and residency at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, MA, followed by clinical fellowships at Harvard Medical School in Cambridge and Children’s Hospital Medical Center in Boston. He moved on to the NIH’s National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) in Bethesda, MD, in 1973, where he participated in early gene manipulation work. He became Chief of the NHLBI’s Clinical Hematology Branch in 1977, which position he held prior to his arrival at St. Jude Hospital. He has authored 200 original articles and 75 chapters, reviews, and editorials, in addition to editing 10 books. He also served as Editor of Blood from 1988–92. Among his scientific honors are his receipt of the Public Health Service Meritorious Service Medal in 1990 and his election as President of the American Society of Hematology in 1994. He is an active member of the American Association for Cancer Research, currently serving on the Clinical Investigations Subcommittee of the 1997 Annual Meeting Program Committee.

In accordance with St. Jude Hospital’s mission of providing unsurpassed patient care that depends on research to understand the causes, to improve treatment, and to effect cures of the catastrophic illnesses of childhood, Dr. Nienhuis has broadened the strategic vision of the Hospital. As insights provided by cellular and molecular biology have created new opportunities to help improve the health of children through biomedical research, St. Jude Hospital has expanded its research on the genetic therapy of cancer and inherited genetic diseases as well as its efforts in translational research, an area dedicated to bringing advances in the laboratory to clinical application. Also in keeping with the Hospital’s objectives, a Department of Structural Biology is being formed to attract top scientists with established research strengths. Such has already been the case with the Hospital’s Department of Developmental Neurobiology, which opened in September 1995. Senior research scientists from the Roche Institute of Molecular Biology in New Jersey transferred to St. Jude Hospital where their research now focuses on the molecular basis of brain development. This work complements the Hospital’s radiation oncology efforts to identify new treatments for brain tumors and other neurological problems. St. Jude Hospital recently began to employ gene transfer for pediatric brain tumor patients, treatment that has shown some signs of effectiveness in adult brain patients at other centers.

The Hospital’s recently opened Patient Care Center (bottom) is both a showcase of patient care efficiency and a facility for the implementation of new research directions. It houses St. Jude Hospital’s Transplantation and Gene Therapy Program, which includes a 10-bed unit that provides a clinical setting where specialized staff can address the unique needs of children undergoing transplantation or a gene therapy procedure. Adjacent to this clinical unit are laboratories that process human cells used for therapeutic purposes, including gene transfer procedures. The work in these laboratories is focused on employing what has been learned in research laboratories regarding cell or gene manipulation and on applying that knowledge directly to patient care. The physical proximity of the Clinical Transplantation Unit and the Cell and Gene Therapy Laboratories fosters an integrated effort to improve patient care. The facility offers the opportunity for St. Jude Hospital to take a leading national role in both transplant and gene therapy programs. While a few other centers are developing similar facilities or already have them in operation, the unique focus at St. Jude Hospital is on the catastrophic illnesses of childhood.

The Patient Care Center adjoins the Danny Thomas Research Tower (top right), which was named for the late entertainer who founded, directed, and supported the institution until his death in 1991. The Research Tower is home to the Departments of Genetics, Biochemistry, Tumor Cell Biology, Experimental Oncology, Immunology, Virology/Molecular Biology, Molecular Pharmacology, Developmental Neurobiology, Pathology Research, Pharmaceutical Sciences, and Hematology/Oncology’s Divisions of Experimental Hematology and Bone Marrow Transplantation. Designed with participation from the basic science staff, the Tower provides maximum flexibility for the staff to research congenital and inherited disorders in addition to the pediatric tumors and leukemias for which the Hospital is renowned.

To complete the current expansion program at St. Jude Hospital, the American Lebanese Syrian Associated Charities (ALSAC), headquartered in Memphis, has funded the $140 million renovation of the ALSAC Tower, which had opened originally in 1975. It has been expanded to make room for two new vector production laboratories for the gene therapy program and to house the Departments of Infectious Diseases, Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, and Molecular Pharmacology.

We extend our thanks to Mr. Jerry Chipman, Director of Public Relations at St. Jude Hospital, for his assistance in the coordination of the material for this legend.
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